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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
12th September 2017 - London | Kamorii Limited has recently launched its new website
kamorii.com; the web's first comprehensive guide to sex, intimacy and sexual technique.
Kamorii offers the sexually adventurous online consumer a high-quality array of sexual
expertise at the touch of a smartphone.
Breaking out from the norms of sex guidebooks and an antidote to the porn led sex
education of younger generations; Kamorii delivers a fresh approach to adult sex education
for all ages. The internet now being at the forefront of life today, it was time for a
comprehensive sex and intimacy guide to join the web. Kamorii can be used by couples to
spice up their love lives, singles to learn new techniques and improve their solo play, and
young people to enjoy a healthy introduction to the world of sex.
Over 540 sex positions have been carefully curated and categorised. More than 100 unique
sex position sequences choreographed for users to play in a revolutionary Sex Position
Player. Kamorii provides 86 step by step fully illustrated guides authored by experts;
including a tantric sex teacher and a London based professional dominatrix. The experts
cover the joyous realms of female sexual pleasure, male sexual pleasure, intimacy, tantric
sex, women's solo play, BDSM, fetishes and the kama sutra; therefore delivering an
emporium of sexual knowledge.
Kamorii is meticulously designed to raise the standard of technical illustration in the sex
guidance arena; delivering the user high quality, non-intrusive and aesthetically pleasing
digital artwork. An international team of digital concept illustrators produced over 1000
illustrations to make learning new techniques pleasurable and fun. Artistic styles include
photorealism, comic art and fantasy art genres.
Envisage a commute home on a train or bus; thinking about what you may do in bed tonight.
Open Kamorii and choose a sex sequence or guide that a partner will enjoy. Send the link to
the partner with a scintillating sext and look forward to the sexy night of fun ahead. Kamorii
serves the user anytime to advance themselves in the art of giving and receiving sexual
pleasure.
The founder, Julia Akers, is a commercial solicitor turned entrepreneur. Her desire to deliver
adult men and women of all ages, coupled or single, with a product to advance their sexual

pleasure is at the heart of Kamorii. Julia says "We have searched the globe for the best sex
positions and worked hard to make learning them easy and fun. We have hired experts in
the field who actively increase intimate pleasure for people every day. Our artists are some
of the best digital concept illustrators in the world. All of this neatly packaged in a cutting
edge and easy to use website."
Kamorii's motto is: Always strive for more pleasure. Never stop learning. Have fun.

